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ABSTRACT 
 
 The emergence of the Internet as a most popular medium of communication that combines all elements of 
traditional media brought a new dimension to al-dacwah al-fardiyyah as it can now be undertaken in cyberspace 
as well as face to face. This study proposes a model of online al-dacwah al-fardiyyah that incorporates the 
traditional approach of al-dacwah al-fardiyyah which is based on face to face with a model of online 
communication. The traditional approach of al-dacwah al fardiyyah is selected from the al-Dib’s work (2002) 
while the model of online communication is selected from a model of online learning called as “e-moderating” 
developed by Salmon (2000). The main elements of the proposed model are based on the socialization that 
should be directed into three levels namely dissemination, participation and mobilization.  
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Introduction 
 
 The exhortation to undertake al-dacwah in the Internet has been mooted by a number Muslim scholar since 
the late 1990s such as ‘Uthman El-Muhammady (1998a & 1998b), Ismail Ibrahim (1998), and Kaleem Khan & 
Salman Khan (1999). In the early stage, most of the scholarly work pertaining to al-dacwah in the Internet 
emphasized the importance of this medium for al-dacwah and attempted to find the compatibility of this medium 
with Islam. However, the proper ways and guidelines to undertake al-dacwah efficiently on the Internet have 
received little attention from scholars. The review of the available literatures can be seen from three 
perspectives. Firstly, the availability literatures of al-dacwah in the Internet is only concerned with al-dacwah 
via website compared to other Internet applications which are more interactive than websites such as blog and 
social network sites (SNS). Today, the trend of online communication moves to interactive communication 
especially on SNS such as Facebook and Twitter. Secondly, the available literatures do not differentiate the 
nature of communication on the Internet between human to human communication and human to computer 
communication. The former refers to “a research focus on user interactions with technology” such as 
“observation of the speed or time taken to complete a task and subjective measurements of how users 
understand or experience such features”. The latter refers to “a research focus on human interaction” such as 
“who is talking and what are they talking about?; is there reciprocity between sender and receiver, or does the 
receiver fail to respond?; and how is the role, power, identity, ritual, and other contextual factors negotiated?”. 
According to Lee (2000: 6) as cited by Stromer-Galley (2004) the failure to differentiate between interactivity-
as-process and interactivity-as-product only produces confusion and affects the validity of the studies. Stromer-
Galley argues the improper distinction between both types of interactivity leads to invalidity of the study 
because questions were examined with inappropriate model. Thirdly, the availability literatures do not 
conceptualise al-dacwah via the Internet from the perspective of personal approach of al-dacwah that matches 
the concept of human to human communication because of impossibility to address all Internet users at once in a 
time. Al-dacwah via the Internet therefore should be designed according to the target group of al-dacwah (al-
madcu) that matches the concept of al-dacwah al-fardiyyah.  
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 This article proposes a model of online al-dacwah al-fardiyyah that can illustrate the ways to pursue al-
dacwah al-fardiyyah in cyberspace. It suggests a general guideline for activists of al-dacwah to undertake human 
to human communication that incorporates the element of al-dacwah al-fardiyyah in the Internet. 
 
Online Al-Dacwah: 
 
 Undertaking al-dacwah through the Internet can be called “online al-dacwah” as opposed to “offline al-
dacwah”. The term “online” refers to the connectivity that often refers to the Internet or the World Wide Web 
(WWW) while the term “offline” indicates the disconnection with the Internet. The term “al-dacwah online” 
combines “al-dacwah” and “online” implies that al-dacwah is carried out by the Internet that is in contrary with 
other mainstream mediums of al-dacwah such as newspaper and television. This term is congruent with four 
features of online, namely, virtuality, spatiality, disembedding and disembodiment. The first is a space of 
representations in which all of one’s senses are exposed to coordinate representations. It contrasts with several 
terms that might characterize the offline world: real, actual and material. The second is the apparent ability to 
constitute a place (or places) that are called cyberspace. It captures the sense of social setting that exists purely 
within a space of representation and communication. The third is the irrelevance of geographical position in the 
communication on the Internet. The fourth is the identity of the person that is separated from the physical 
presence. These features offer a new platform to address al-dacwah that transcends geographical boundaries 
made possible via the Internet as a versatile medium of communication.  
 The term “online” has been used in the Western studies on religion to describe the presence of religion on 
the Internet. In 1999, Helland introduced two scales to examine the phenomenon of religion in cyberspace; 
“religion online” and “online religion”. The first concerns the information provided by religions on the Internet 
and the second concerns activities to attract participation. Besides, there are two other terms used to describe 
religion on the Internet in the Western studies on religion namely “e-religion” and “cyber-religion”. However, 
these studies of religion are concerned with the influence of the Internet on the development of religion. 
Instances include the “darshan” and “online pujas” in Hinduism and “sacred space” and Salvation in 
Christianity where followers of both religions can fill up online prayer request forms in which they need not 
come to the temple and church. The evolution in the religion is not surprising because those are human made 
religions that accept such changes and amendments even in the fundamental of the religion. This is what 
Soukup, Buckley & Robinson argue that ICT “have an influence on theology”. In turn, using such technology in 
Islam is permissible as long as the fundamentals of Islam remain intact. For instance, the Internet cannot replace 
the obligation of performing prayers but it can facilitate Muslims to listen to the recitation of al-Qur’an.  
 
Al-Dacwah Al-Fardiyyah: 
 
 Al-dacwah al-fardiyyah is an approach of al-dacwah through building a close relationship with and showing 
good examples to a limited number of the target group. Indeed, establishing a good relationship is an effective 
method of al-dacwah because the close relationship between al-daci and al-madcu is a useful method of 
convincing and influencing people. The approach of showing good attitude, managing good communication and 
pursuing warm interaction with people is based on the general instruction from al-Qur’an to approach people 
nicely, not with severe and harsh-hearted (Q, 3, 159).  
 
Definition Of Al-Dacwah Al-Fardiyyah: 
  
 According to Mahmud, “al-dacwah al-fardiyyah is opposite to al-dacwah al-cammah that is to convey the 
message of Islam from a person to another with the objective to change al-madcu from a condition to a better”. 
According to Hani’, “al-dacwah al-fardiyyah is the effort by al-daci in addressing al-dacwah to a person or a 
small group of people especially who we want to change or to convert them from ignorance to Islam”. Nuh 
defines al-dacwah al-fardiyyah as “addressing al-dacwah to al-madcu in a personal manner to a specific and 
small group of people”. These definitions imply that the personal touch is the central point behind al-dacwah al-
fardiyyah. Scholars define “personal” in al-dacwah al-fardiyyah, into two different points of view. The first, the 
target group should not more than a person. According to Mahmud, this type of al-dacwah is called al-fardiyyah 
because “the individual here refers to a person. Otherwise, it is al-dacwah al-cammah or the public al-dacwah”. 
The second, al-dacwah al-fardiyyah is allowed to be addressed to a group of people but should be on a small 
size and specific target groups as contended by Saqr, Nuh, and Hani’. They posit that the target group can be a 
person or a small group as long as they share some similar background but the most important part in al-dacwah 
al-fardiyyah is the formation of a good Muslim that can be built through informal friendship. 
Objective Of Al-Dacwah Al-Fardiyyah:  
 Al-dacwah al-fardiyyah is a method by al-dacwah that is undertaken for two main objectives namely the 
formation of a good Muslim who understands Islam and who does work for Islam. The first objective is an 
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essential objective of al-dacwah because each person constitutes a unit of a society. Being a good society is 
when units of that society are also good. According to Mahmud, there are two important steps to initiate al-
dacwah al-fardiyyah namely “al-tacaruf” (acquaintance) and “al-ta’aluf” (friendly). The former is by 
approaching al-madcu with the greeting, complimenting, visiting, etc. The latter step is manifested by the former 
but it emphasises the mutual understanding, caring, loving, helping, etc.  
 There are two ways of managing al-dacwah al-fardiyyah at this level. The first way is by showing good 
attitudes to all people, Muslims or non Muslims, in order to win their heart and to portray the good image of 
Islam.  Muslims have to internalize the Islamic values in their lives in order to illustrate the beauty of Islam. 
This is al-dacwah bil hal or bi al-qudwah that is according to al-Bayanuni “by showing good attitudes”. Al-
Faruqi (d. 1986) argues that Islam is a compatible religion with al-fitrah (the inclination to believe in God), thus 
the full implementation of the Islamic laws and the Islamic ethics indirectly attract people to Islam. Therefore, 
every Muslim has the responsibility of internalizing Islamic values in all aspects of life that this will indirectly 
convey the messages of Islam.   
 The second way of managing al-dacwah al-fardiyyah at this level is by undertaking al-dacwah to a specific 
al-madcu in order to improve his understanding of Islam, to call him to attend the mosque and to mold him to be 
a good Muslim. The target of al-dacwah here is to a specific person instead of undetermined people. It means 
that the special attention is given to the specific al-madcu. Al-daci has to be proactive in approaching people 
instead of waiting for them at Islamic centres or at mosques. This kind of approach can extend the influences of 
al-dacwah wider and faster. In fact, the personal approach is perceived to be more acceptable for both al-daci 
and al-madcu. According to al-Maqtiri (1992), the works of al-dacwah should be in person because it is an 
efficient way to approach people who do not attend mosques, or do not listen to Islamic talks, or those who are 
engaged sins. This approach also allows al-daci to reach public figures with high social status in society.  
 The second objective of al-dacwah al-fardiyyah is to recruit new activists of Islam and to improve the 
existing activists of al-dacwah in terms of understanding of and commitment to Islam. Al-dacwah is not only for 
calling people to attend mosques but more than that, it is for internalizing Islamic values in all spheres of life. 
Activists of al-dacwah have to socialize with society and moreover they have to lead people in accordance with 
Islamic teachings. According to Mahmud al-dacwah al-fardiyyah is a way of al-tarbiyyah that is the recruitment 
of people who can endure and undertake al-dacwah which includes encouraging good deeds and prohibiting the 
bad. In other words, a good Muslim has to lead other people to be good.  In Islam, all these are part of the duties 
of all Muslims as Islam treats people as a community and not as individuals.  
 
Approaches Of Al-Dacwah Al-Fardiyyah: 
 
Al-dacwah al-fardiyyah is the long term mission of al-dacwah that must be undergone the gradual process into 
some stages to ensure the transformation of al-madcu in its nature. Transforming al-madcu from bad to good is 
not easy as within a day but depends on the degree of al-madcu’s commitment to Islam. It is not too difficult to 
recruit a person who has already committed to Islam but for those who are in deep sin, the transformation takes 
time. Indeed, gradient is an essential method of al-dacwah that has been used in the legislation of some Islamic 
laws in al-Qur’an. For example, prohibition of liquor takes three steps because alcoholism was rampant at the 
time of the Prophet. The Islamic scholars put the gradient as a principle in the philosophy of the legislation of 
Islamic law (al-tashric) (Zaydan, 1989; Qattan, 1988). The gradient is also used by the Prophet that can be found 
in many traditions. For example, in a tradition narrated by Abu Hurayrah, a question has been asked to the 
Prophet three times, but he replies the question for each time with different answers. The question is “what is the 
best of deeds to Allah?” As for the first time, He replies the best deed is to believe in Allah and His Apostle. For 
the second time, the best deed is to participate in Jihad in Allah’s cause, and for the third time is to perform 
Hajj-Mabrur (Al-Bukhari, 1519). Different answer for different question is a sign that the Prophet knows the 
personality of people, thus, he designs the answer according to the nature of people.  
It can be said that gradient is an essential principle of al-dacwah to assure the process of transformation is going 
naturally according to the understanding of Islam and commitment to Islam. Therefore, the capability of al-
madcu should be understood earlier before determining the appropriate level because each person has a different 
background. The principle of gradient has been found in the approaches of al-dacwah al-fardiyyah outlined by 
Mashhur. The approaches are as follows:  
 Get a close relationship with the target of al-dacwah (al-madcu) 
 Enhance the Islamic belief of al-madcu 
 Help al-madcu to resolve his problem in obedience and worship  
 Explain the completeness of Islam and the worship  
 Explain that Islam is collective in its nature and entails all facets of human life 
 Explain that the implementation of Islam cannot be pursued by personal means, but through the 
organization 
 Give the clear understanding which Islamic group should be joined 
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Scholars following Mashhur such as al-Kannani and Hani’ also propose almost similar stages of approaches of 
al-dacwah al-fardiyyah. Their working plans are not far remote what Mashhur had outlined except for some 
small modifications in some stages because all of them are from al-Banna school of al-dacwah. The researcher is 
interested in the work of Ibrahim al-Dib, who has developed a comprehensive action plan of al-dacwah al-
fardiyyah based on Mashhur’s work.  
 
Table 1: The Action Plan Of Al-Dacwah Al-Fardiyyah. 

Levels Objectives Stages of work 

First  

 Deep understanding of al-madcu and build trust and love. 
 Good relationship and voluntarily attend activities. 
 Stimulate Islamic belief in the heart.  
 Avoid big sin and bad behaviour.  
 Keep secrets in certain circumstances. 
 Do not involve in other ideologies. 

Love and brotherhood 

Stimulating al-Iman 

The comprehensiveness of Islam 
 

Second 

 Good performance in worships.  
 Understand the comprehensiveness of Islam.  
 Understand to implement Islam in all facets of life.  
 Follow the current issues pertaining to Muslims over the world 
 Join the works for Islam  
 Obey the instruction of the organization 
 Be trusted  

 
Follow the news of Muslims over 
the world.  
 

The compulsory work for Islam  

Third  

 Committed to worship and certain basic awrad 
 Be fully trusted  
 Know the way to work for Islam  
 Know the history of al-dacwah, the role and pioneers  
 Know the way to work for other organizations  
 Know the features of the organization that work for Islam 

The work for Islam 

Why al-dacwah and why us?  

Source: Adapted from Al-Dib (2002). 

 
 Al-Dib manages to divide approaches of al-dacwah al-fardiyyah to seven stages namely: be loving and 
brotherhood, stimulating al-iman, explaining the comprehensiveness of Islam, updating with news of Muslims 
over the world and doing the compulsory work for Islam, guiding how to work for Islam and understanding the 
reasons of working for Islam as shown in Table 1. These stages can be classified into three levels. He does not 
put any name of the level except he outlines the objectives of each level. The objective of the first level is to 
have a close relationship with al-madcu and to create physical and spiritual environments for al-madcu to 
implement Islam. It encompasses the first three stages of approach namely be loved and brotherhood, 
stimulating al-iman, explaining the comprehensiveness of Islam. The objective of the second level is to get deep 
understanding of Islam and to implement Islam. It consists of two levels of approach namely updating with 
news of Muslims over the world and doing the compulsory work for Islam. The objective of the third level is to 
work for Islam that comprises two levels of approach namely guiding how to work for Islam and understanding 
the reasons of working for Islam. It is observed at the first level, the distinction of each level is clear but for the 
second and third level, the distinction between stages is blurred. Perhaps in the last two levels, the combination 
of previous approaches is needed.  
 However, it is observed that al-Dib and Mashhur did not divide the level according to the classification of 
al-madcu into tacrif, takwin and tanfidh but they only arrange stages of the approaches. According to Mahmud, 
the classification into tacrif, takwin and tanfidh is not precise because it is hard to generalize the similar 
objective of al-dacwah to all people. The approach of each individual is different. For example, the main 
objective of al-dacwah of those people who are deep in sin is to preserve them from sin and take their hand to 
understand Islam. As for people who are committed to Islam, the objective is to give a clearer understanding of 
Islam and to motivate them to undertake al-dacwah. Nevertheless, in order to know the success of the 
recruitment process, al-daci needs an indicator. In light of that, in our view, the classification of al-madcu into 
three, tacrif, takwin and tanfidh, as proposed by Hasan al-Banna, is a good indicator.  
 The division of al-dacwah al-fardiyyah to seven stages and division of these stages are suitable with the 
principle of gradient that by considering the background of al-madcu. It is one of the meanings of al-hikmah in 
al-dacwah that is to communicate with people regarding topics that they are familiar with.  
 
Model Online Learning:  
 
 In online distance learning, there is a model of asynchronous online communication that can be adapted in 
doing online al-dacwah al-fardiyyah namely “e-moderating” developed by Gilly Salmon (2000 & 200e). Salmon 
focuses on facilitation of online learning or precisely on the ways moderators conduct an online learning. 
According to Salmon (2003: 28), the model is based on two main assumptions. Firstly, learning involves more 
than merely undertaking activities using a computer. It “is a transformation where the energy and impetus take 
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place, not smoothly, but in leaps and bounds”. The second is that “participants (online learners) learn about the 
use of computer networking along with learning about the topic, and with and through other people” (Salmon, 
2003: 23). As learning is a lifetime process of transferring knowledge, it requires more than simple interaction 
especially in online learning. Since the learning process on the Internet has become more complex, the objective 
of the model is to describe the complex process of communication by pulling all the components in a clearer 
picture and “to give a general picture of a range of different particular circumstances”  
 “E-moderating” is a model as shown in Figure 1, consists of five-stage process of engaging with students in 
an online environment. The first stage is the access and motivation. This is an essential stage of the online 
learning process because it is a prerequisite for conference participation. According to Salmon (2003: 24), “the 
objective of this stage is to ensure all participants can access to the system from within a short period of time, to 
motivate each participant to contribute (post a message rather than just read) and to motivate to visit and 
contribute frequently”. The second stage is called the participation where participants establish interaction with 
other people or peers in the study. The objective of this stage is to build effective groups of study and to set the 
stage for learning. The third stage is called an information exchange where the interaction occurs in discussing 
subject matters that are relevant to the course until the level of cooperation. The objective of this group is to set 
up practice in online cooperation and to set up the use of information for learning. The fourth stage is 
knowledge construction where the course-related group discussions occur and the interaction becomes more 
collaborative. The objective of this stage is to enable collaborative work, to enable knowledge construction and 
to enable groups to work more independently. In the fifth stage, participants look for more benefits of the 
system to help them achieve personal goals, explore how to integrate online into other forms of learning and 
reflect on the learning process. The objective is to promote self and group reflection, to promote critical thinking 
and to enable application of learning. The summary of the model is shown in Table 2. 
 

 
Source: Salmon (2003: 29) 

 
Fig. 1: The Salmon’s model of e-moderating. 
 
 According to Salmon, this model is developed based on three methods namely content analysis, online 
observation and focus group. First, the analysis has been conducted on 3000 messages from the voluntary 
Master of Business Administration (MBA) in CMC over two years. Salmon argues that these messages are 
suitable units for content analysis by using Holsti’s method of analysis. Holsti groups 15 uses of content 
analysis into three basic categories: 1- Make inferences about the antecedents of a communication. 2- Describe 
and make inferences about characteristics of a communication. 3- Make inferences about the effects of a 
communication.  
 Regarding to online message, she pointed out that it has several advantages over printed texts when it 
comes to content analysis. Second, in order to ensure that she has a true understanding of the context attached to 
each online message she became an observer at the conference where she knows the communication process. 
Third, she used focus groups, a good source of qualitative data collection, to improve her understanding of 
participants’ experiences that provided a large amount of data in a short time and answered specific questions 
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she had formulated from the content analysis. This method was carried out of 35 CMC participants of the 
conference who produced lists and mind maps. It can be said that the methods used in the study are adequate 
and this study should not be questioned pertaining to its reliability. Salmon (2007: 171) argues that the model 
has been developed since 1995 “in a different era but since used extensively, could continue to be further 
examined for relevance and helpfulness”. 
 
Table 2: The stage and objective of “e-moderation”. 

No. Stage Objective 

1 Access and motivation 
 To ensure all participants can access to the system from within a short period of time,  
 To motivate each participant to contribute (post a message rather than just read)  
 To motivate to visit and contribute frequently 

2 Participation 
 To build effective Groups  
 To set the stage for the learning 

3 Information exchange  
 Set up practice in online cooperation  
 Set up use of information for learning 

4 Knowledge construction  
 To enable collaborative working,  
 To enable knowledge construction  
 To enable groups to work more independently 

5  Development  
 To promote self and group reflection,  
 To promote critical thinking  
 To enable application of learning 

Source: Adapted from Salmon (2006). 

 
 Indeed, there are many researchers agree with Salmon’s model and apply the model in their research of 
online conferences. For instance Wozniak & Silveira (2004) use the model in the comparative study of effective 
online discussion in student to student asynchronous discussion forum in 2003 and 2004. Pavey & Garland 
study “e-tivities” consist of formative quizzes, interactive web pages and animations, topic discussions and an 
online lecture that were implemented in a Sport and Exercise Physiology module. The Salmon’s model is used 
as the parameter to examine these activities facilitated by a moderator.  
 To show the usability of this model, Salmon has developed a series of courses for lecturers based on five 
steps of e-moderating. Since 2001, over 100 courses involving over 1500 participants, have been running on a 
variety of software platforms. Currently, Salmon is enhancing the model by applying Second Life (SL) in online 
learning, a free client program called the viewer that enables its users, called Residents, to interact with each 
other through avatars. Salmon, Nie & Edirisingha argue that “The model helps to inform the design and delivery 
so that learners’ and teachers’ confidence in each other and in the environment would build up and that they 
work productively with each other”. Due to the advantages of this model, this study develops a model of online 
al-dacwah al-fardiyyah by accommodating Salmon’s model with features of al-dacwah al-fardiyyah as 
developed by al-Dib. 
 
Combination Of Al-Dacwah Al-Fardiyyah With “E-Moderating”:  
 
 To combine al-dacwah al-fardiyyah and “e-moderating”, al-Dib’s feature remains as the core framework of 
al-dacwah al-fardiyyah but the approach is adapted to the online environment. Al-Dib’s feature has three levels. 
The first and the second steps of the Salmon’s model are incorporated into the first level of al-Dib’s feature. The 
third, the fourth and the fifth steps of the Salmon’s model are incorporated into the second level of al-Dib’s 
figure. The combination is shown in Figure 2 below.   
 The objective of the first level of al-Dib’s feature is to develop friendship and companionship, both are 
essential part of al-dacwah al-fardiyyah. In the online environment, the important mission is to keep and 
preserve current and to find potential friendship. In Salmon’s model, she uses the term “online socialization” 
where e-moderators have “to ensure participants develop a sense of community in the medium”. In light of that, 
the ways to develop friendship and championship are adapted to the online environment. The messages are 
examined according to elements such as seeking help, requesting opinions from others, giving greetings and 
providing consolation. Socialization entails etiquettes in conducting communication that is not only limited to 
this level but to the whole strand of discussion.  
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Source: Adapted from al-Dib (2008) and Salmon (2003) 

 
Figure 2: The combination of al-Dib’s feature and Salmon’s model 
 
 The objective of the second level of al-Dib’s feature is to give the true understanding about Islam. There are 
three missions listed in the model related to this objective namely simulating the belief (al-Iman), explaining 
comprehensiveness of Islam, disseminating news related to Muslims over the world and explaining compulsory 
work for Islam. In realizing these objectives in an online environment, there are three missions that can be used 
namely sharing/exchanging information, commenting, and construction knowledge. Sharing or exchanging 
information is important as confusions and misunderstandings of Islam are often the result of misinformation 
and ignorance about Islam itself. The information here is not only limited to the revealed knowledge but it 
encompasses authentic news, jurisprudence, reports, updates related to the interests of Islam and Muslims. The 
comment is either negative or positive remark related to Muslims including top leaders, the government policies, 
Muslim community and individual Muslim. Only by getting Muslims involved in a serious discussion about 
Islam will their worldview, consciousness and knowledge of their religion be enhanced.  
 The objective of the third level of al-Dib’s feature is to encourage people to internalize Islam in their daily 
lives and to guide them to work for the cause of Islam. Thus, the objective of al-dacwah is not only to inform 
people but also to have them realize Islam is a way of life. This part is different in the nature of online learning 
because Islam is a normative religion revealed from Allah. As a Muslim, once one accepts Islam as the religion, 
one is obligated to adhere and to internalize all the Islamic principles and values in one’s life.  To realize this 
objective, concerted efforts must be initiated to guide, to call, to encourage, to motivate and to persuade 
Muslims to comply with Islamic values. Therefore, Muslims should be recruited and trained to be responsible to 
properly oversee and carry out these duties. The ignoring recruitment process will only lead to ignoring al-
dacwah.  The summary of online al-dacwah al-fardiyyah is shown in Table 3.  
 
Table 3: The stage and objective of “online al-dacwah al-fardiyyah”. 

Stage Level Categorization  Objective 

Socialization To get the close relationship Socialization 
To keep and preserve the current and potential 
friendship 

Dissemination 
To guide into the true 
understanding about Islam 

Sharing / exchanging To disseminate news and diffuse information 

Participation 
Commenting To advice and critique people 
Constructing 
knowledge 

To develop  knowledge  

Mobilization  
To guide and motivate to work 
for Islam 

Inviting 
To encourage people to attend an event or 
activities  

Mobilising To insist people to attend events or activities  

 
The Proposed Model Of Online Al-Dacwah Al-Fardiyyah: 
 
 The Internet brings a new way of al-dacwah where the interaction between al-daci and al-madcu occurs 
interactively even without meeting in person. In this new realm, al-daci can establish new relationship and 
maintain existing relationships with al-madcu in order to give him the proper understanding about Islam and to 
recruit him to work for Islam. To develop online communication of al-dacwah or more precisely online al-
dacwah al-fardiyyah, the most important element is incorporating the element of socialization that comprises the 
process of “al-tacaruf” (acquaintance) and “al-ta’aluf” (friendship and understanding) with al-madcu. The 
former is an acquaintance with al-madcu by creating, cultivating, and continuing social relationships. The latter 
step is manifested by the former that consists of mutual understanding, caring, cooperating and helping.  
Socialization is essential so as to get and to keep in touch with al-madcu because the essence of al-dacwah al-
fardiyyah is embedded in personal interaction between al-daci and al-madcu. This element is the key factor to 
the success of the mission of al-dacwah al-fardiyyah. 
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 It should be noted that CMC is not similar to face-to-face communication as it lacks all the human non-
linguistic cues. This phenomenon limits the ability of the Internet to establish close communication in order to 
achieve a high level of understanding. However, it can become the supportive medium that can be used in 
interacting with al-madcu. As the supportive medium, this limitation provides a ground that forces al-daci to 
keep in touch with al-madcu in order to achieve the level of “al-tacaruf” (acquaintance) and the level of “al-
ta’aluf” (friendship and understanding). Therefore, realising the strengths and constraints of online 
communication, such mission of al-dacwah al-fardiyyah via the internet can only be optimised if the effort of 
socialization be undertaken according to three levels of online interaction namely; dissemination, participation 
and mobilization.   

 
 

 
Source: Adapted from al-Dib and Salmon 

 
Fig. 3: The model of online al-dacwah al-fardiyyah. 
 
A. Dissemination: 
 
 The essential role of al-daci is to make the effort in disseminating diverse news and information pertaining 
to Islam that is not covered by the mainstream media. It also includes the efforts to address and refute incorrect 
and inaccurate claims and information about Islam that may produce confusions and misunderstandings.  
Indeed, the media play an important role in coercing the perception of people that could eventually shape their 
worldview. Since the main objective of al-dacwah is to change and correct the people’s worldview which is as a 
reflection of their ways of thinking and acting, al-daci needs to ensure people have the true information about 
Islam. This is an essential mission in pursuing al-dacwah in an online environment because the Internet presents 
an efficient and less costly mode of disseminating the information. 
 
B. Participation:  
 
 Besides disseminating news and information, inviting al-madcu in the discussion on issues related to 
Islamic interests is the second mission of al-dacwah on the Internet. The discussion is not necessarily related to 
issues on praying and fasting but it should comprise all worldly issues that may be of interests to Muslims such 
as politics, economics, education and social issues. Such active interaction will achieve two important missions 
of al-dacwah, namely the formation of collective identity and inculcation of the sense of obligation.  
 The collective identity of al-dacwah is the perception among participants that they belong to a group of al-
dacwah and that they have the responsibility to contribute to the works of al-dacwah. The term is borrowed from 
the term “collective identity” in the Western lexicon of social movement theory. According to Melucci, 
collective identity is “an interactive and shared definition produced by several individuals and concerned with 
the orientations of activities and field of opportunities and constraints in which these actions take place”. The 
collective identity requires both an interactive group and a shared definition. Melucci notes that sharing 
definition helps a person to link to the larger group’s belief, thus attaching the individual to the group. The 
collective identity in al-dacwah is by understanding the phenomenon around issues pertaining to politics, 
economics and social phenomenon and thus perceiving them from the perspective of Islam. There are some 
questions that must be borne in the mind of al-daci namely, why is this phenomenon happening? Does it 
contradict with Islam and does it have a negative effect on al-dacwah? How do we solve that problem from the 
perspective of Islam? This is what collective identity is all about because they share the same feelings about al-
dacwah and they can respond to these questions through the discussion. 
 The sense of obligation is the consciousness of Muslims to undertake the duty of al-dacwah. It is an 
obligation for Muslims to contribute to al-dacwah regardless of the position and the social position they hold in 
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a society. Al-dacwah is not exclusively for al-imam or any Islamic scholars but it is a duty of all Muslims who 
have awareness and consciousness about Islam. To invoke this consciousness, it requires deep Iman and Taqwa 
that motivate the inner heart of Muslims to do the work loyally and sincerely in order to get the pleasure of 
Allah.   It is assumed that those who use the Internet to discuss issues related to Islam are interested in Islam and 
have the willingness to spend time and effort for the sake of Islam.  Even though there is no specific study that 
links heavy Internet usage with Islam with deep Iman and Taqwa, it is perceived that willingness to spend time 
and money is among the signs of having a certain amount of commitment to Islam.  Allah said “those who 
believe, love Allah more (than anything else)” (Al-Qur’an, 2: 165). It can be implied here that one who loves 
Allah is ever ready to sacrifice for Him.  Devoting time, efforts, ideas and money are indeed sacrifices that one 
needs to make especially when one engages in online discussion. Therefore, online discussion is an opportunity 
that can be utilized to undertake the works of al-dacwah as it may create the online community who are 
concerned about Islam. 
  
C. Mobilization: 
 
 Mobilization is defined as attracting people to participate in an activity in an organization or social 
movement that is normally related to the political action. Rosenstone and Hansen define mobilization as “the 
process by which candidates, parties, activists, and groups induce other people to participate”. Al-dacwah 
mobilization denotes the efforts to undertake works of al-dacwah, not only in politics but in all spheres of life as 
long as it is in the scope of calling people to goodness and truth. This differs from Western philosophical 
thought because it separates the religion from politics while in Islam, politics is part and parcel of al-dacwah. 
Therefore, the scope of al-dacwah mobilization is wide ranging from the personal approach of al-dacwah to the 
participation of public campaign during the election. In other words, the field of al-dacwah is not only around a 
mosque but it should respond to all issues in society which call people to goodness and to helping them deal 
with their problems. In light of that, Hwang defines mobilization in Islamic perspective as “the participation in 
the political party, contesting elections, establishing constructive alliances, or social organization”. It can be said 
that mobilization in al-dacwah is a process to educate people to do works for al-dacwah and to recruit them to be 
activists of  the al-dacwah.   
 The advent of the Internet enhances mobilization because of the interactivity and the instantaneous 
communication at lower cost and energy. From the perspective of al-dacwah, it creates a network among people 
who advocate works for al-dacwah that can later be used for the organization, coordination and mobilization 
purposes on one hand. On the other, it engendered proliferation of activities that advocate an increasing role in 
the Islamic movement in society. In light of that, this medium should be inevitably utilized since mobilization is 
the highest hierarchy of work in an online environment because participation is not only in front of the computer 
but face to face.  
 
Conclusion: 
 
 The Internet provides the alternative medium of al-dacwah. It makes the approaches and the activities of al-
dacwah more dynamic. Al-dacwah al-fardiyyah is an approach of al-dacwah that can be undertaken in an online 
environment. It is a purposive online socialization that is designed to recruit the selected al-madcu in order to 
indoctrinate him with proper understanding of Islam and to guide him to work for Islam. Acknowledging some 
limitations of the Internet to support the close relationship at the level of intimate and mutual understanding, the 
interaction with real world must not be ignored. In a nutshell, the Internet is a tool that supports the works of al-
dacwah where the  al-daci can use as long as the core objectives of al-dacwah are met.  
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